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Something's brewing in the MCU and it looks like we might be on the way to seeing some kind of live-action version of Marvel's Thunderbolts.
Marvel’s Road to the Thunderbolts in the MCU
ALL-NEW, ONGOING SERIES! Kurt Busiek (MARVELS, Astro City) is back, with the biggest, wildest, most sprawling series ever to hit the Marvel Universe, telling stories ...
The Marvels (2021 - Present)
For an episode that was essentially a one-act play between Tom Hiddleston, Sophia Di Martino, and Jonathan Majors, a lot was done to completely upend the MCU as we know it forever. Die-hard Marvel ...
'Loki' Easter Eggs: 7 Things You May Have Missed in Episode 6
Marvels by Kurt Busiek and Alex Ross ($25). Amid the humorlessness of many 1990s comics, Marvels was a throwback antidote — a simple story about a normal guy who'd spent his life watching ...
Sean Howe's 6 favorite Marvel comics
2021 marks the 80th anniversary since Captain America's debut in 1941's Captain America #1, and to celebrate Marvel has reunited Steve Rogers, Sam Wilson, Bucky Barnes, and John Walker for a road trip ...
The best Captain America shield-bearers of all time
Thanks for stopping by and checking out my review of the following books in this Classic Marvel Series. I did a review of the first volume of What If? and ...
Classic Comics Review: Marvel’s What If? Volume Two Issues #0 to #28
Few Marvel alien races illicit as much fear and dread as the ... Over the years, Ultron has implemented a variety of dastardly plans against humanity, but in Kurt Busiek and George Perez's AVENGERS ...
Marvel's Top 10 Scary Stories
Dynamite Entertainment launches its new prestige series Red Sonja: Black, White, Red this Wednesday, and we’ve got a preview of the first issue for you here; take a look⋯ Dynamite proudly presents a ...
Comic Book Preview – Red Sonja: Black, White, Red #1
X-Men #1, Skybound X #1, and more headline this week's new #1s. Check out these five new releases coming to stores this Wednesday!
Start Here: Five New Comics for July 7th
In the jungles of Southeast Asia, in the days before the Fantastic Four⋯Reed Richards and Ben Grimm are on a secret government mission - hunting monsters! And what they find will shape the world to ...
The Marvels (2021) #3
The Avengers return! Earth's Mightiest Heroes reunite with their biggest guns at the forefront to take on familiar enemies and new threats alike! Featuring the work ...
Avengers (1998 - 2004)
To refresh your memory, the Marvel Comics multiverse collapsed in 2015, a result of the all powerful Beyonders attempting to hit a cosmic reset button by detonating all of the Molecule Men on ...
Marvel’s Loki Theories: What’s the Deal With the Time-Keepers?
Only a few precious times have the characters from Marvel and DC Comics collided in the pages of their monthly stories with the most recent time being eighteen years ago in JLA/Avengers.
James Gunn Has Talked to Marvel & DC About a Crossover Movie
CELEBRATING 300 ISSUES OF CONAN THE BARBARIAN⋯AND THE RETURN OF B

LIT! By Crom and Mitra, it's been 300 issues since Roy Thomas and Barry Windsor-Smith first brought the Barbarian to comics in ...

Upcoming September 2021 Marvel Comics revealed
In the jungles of Southeast Asia, in the days before the Fantastic Four?Reed Richards and Ben Grimm are on a secret government mission - hunting monsters! And what they find will shape the world to ...

Welcome to New York. Here, burning figures roam the streets, men in brightly colored costumes scale the glass and concrete walls, and creatures from space threaten to devour our world. This is the Marvel Universe, where the ordinary and fantastic interact daily. This
is the world of MARVELS. Collecting Marvels (1994) #0-4.
Follows thirty-five years of Marvel superhero action from the perspective of Phil Sheldon, a newspaper photographer who witnessed some of the more spectacular battles and events.
Collects The Marvels (2021) #1-6. A thriller that will take readers across the Marvel Universe - and beyond! Kurt Busiek (MARVELS) is back, with the biggest, wildest, most sprawling series you've ever seen - telling stories that span decades and range from cosmic
adventure to intense human drama, from street-level to the far reaches of space, starring literally anyone from Marvel's first heroes to the superstars of tomorrow! Featuring Captain America, Spider-Man, the Punisher, the Human Torch, Storm, the Black Cat, the Golden
Age Vision, Melinda May, Aero, Iron Man, Thor and more - and introducing characters destined to be fan-favorites! Get to know Kevin Schumer - an ordinary guy with some big secrets - and the mysterious Threadneedle! But who (or what) is KSHOOM? It all starts
here. And it goes⋯everywhere!
Marvel's super-sized "Adamantium Collection"-style format continues, shining a well-deserved spotlight on a true Marvel classic! Within the Marvel Universe, heroes soar high in the skies, ready to battle the villains who threaten their world. Yet living in the shadow of
these extraordinary icons are ordinary men and women, who view the "Marvels" with a mixture of fear, disbelief, envy and admiration. Among them is Phil Sheldon, a New York City photojournalist who dedicates his career to covering the exploits of the Marvels and their
effect on humankind. A richly painted historical overview of the entire Marvel Universe, Marvels spans the 1939 debut of the Human Torch to the fearsome coming of the world-devouring Galactus, culminating in the shocking death of Gwen Stacy, Spider-Man's first love.
Plus: an extensive and gorgeous Alex Ross art gallery! COLLECTING: MARVELS 0-4
Collects Marvels: Eye of the Camera #1-6. News photographer Phil Sheldon's back, with the man-on-the-street's perspective on the big events of the Marvel Universe, from the Avengers, the all-new X-Men and the Secret Wars to Dracula and the Werewolf By Night.
But this time, Phil's world is going to be rocked not just by superheroes and super-villains -- but by something far more personal, as well.
Collects Marvels Annotated (2019) #1-4, Marvels Epilogue (2019) #1 and Marvels 25th Tribute Variants. The timeless classic that changed the way we look at Marvel super heroes celebrates its 25th birthday in style! Kurt Busiek and Alex Ross’ original tour through
the early history of the Marvels — as captured through the lens of photojournalist Phil Sheldon — is collected in full! Then, Busiek and Ross reunite for an amazing new epilogue featuring the all-new, all-different X-Men in deadly battle against the Sentinels — with the nowretired Phil and his daughters caught in the middle! Plus: A behind-the-scenes look at the creation of the epilogue; scripts, sketches and scores of other bonus features and a stunning gallery of variant covers paying tribute to the 25th anniversary of MARVELS!
Collects Marvel (2020) 1-6. Unforgettable stories from a once-in-a-lifetime assemblage of talent! Thirty years ago, Alex Ross had a vision for a new series showcasing Marvel’s heroes in a way they’d never been seen before. The first realization of that idea became
the blockbuster MARVELS — but Ross Alex finally brings his original dream to life! MARVEL is an anthology of stories by unique, exceptional talents, many of whom are working with these characters for the very first time. And all these tales are linked together by an
overarching story by Ross featuring the dread dream lord Nightmare, who threatens the entire Marvel Universe — and possibly beyond! Featuring Spider-Man, the Avengers, the X-Men, the Thing, Doctor Doom, the Vision, Namor, the Sub-Mariner, Warlock, Rocket
Raccoon, the Golden Age Black Widow and more!

Within the Marvel Universe, heroes soar high in the skies, ready to battle the villains who threaten their world. Yet living in the shadow of these extraordinary icons are ordinary men and women who view the "Marvels" with a mixture of fear, disbeliev, envy and
admiration. Among them is Phil Sheldon, a New York City photojournalist who has dedicated his career to covering the exploits of the Marvels and their effect on humankind. Written by Kurt Busiek and masterfully illustrated by Alex Ross, Marvels presents a richly
painted historical overview of the entire Marvel Universe, spanning from the 1939 debut of the Human Torch to the fearsome coming of the world-devouring Galactus--and culminating in the shocking death of Gwen Stacy, Spider-Man's first love. COLLECTING: Marvels
0-4
Collects Captain America: Sentinel Of Liberty #1-12 and material from Sentinel Of Liberty Rough Cut. During his height of popularity in the late 1990s, Captain America was given a second monthly title-and it's collected here in full! Featuring Cap stories from across the
ages! With the invaders in World War II! With Iron Man after his iceberg rescue! Against terrorists with S.H.I.E.L.D.! Guest-starring the Captain America of the Revolutionary War, Sharon Carter, both Human Torches and the Falcon, and featuring the official origin of
Bucky!
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